
And it is of him, Candy & Eggs is his name, that we eat when we get
too hungry to continue down the steep, sparsely populated, and heavily
forested slopes. We lick and suck his sugary fat and sip from his eggy
eyes, while he sleeps the sleep of a spellbound material witness. At last,
we are sick of him and return him to a sitting position, proper to the
religious, by repeating our recently acquired Lavinian Chant ....

Everybody, meaning the few people of the valley, were there to
greet us when we completed the descent. And yet

we starve
as we work unnoticed
through the one
endless
source of work

We write, Dear Men, our messiness broadcasts our tendencies, our
capacities, but it can't conceal our tendernesses. Go ahead and call us
filthy if you will. We have eyes and a tongue, lips and a navel-we are
a triangle in perpetual motion. We didn't wriggle down the cliff clutch-
ing at pungent warm shrubs, ride exciting slabs of hot slate down the
slope of the high meadow, arrest our careening in the glossy mud of the
cool creek (we lay for a spell in the stream of water, head resting on
moss, one leg on the right bank and the other on the left (what enigmas
await us in the zone berween vegetable and mineral!)), climb the trellis
at the back of the villa where we were gripped by the thorns of the
bougainvillea whose blossoms stuck in our hair, sneak over the roof and
around the chimney, and swing down past the windows clinging to the
wrought-iron floral grillwork and the edges of the tile cartouche III

order to get to this place without getting dirty. But here we are!
Be artful, if you will-please clean us.

almost carnal clods for scrutiny
almond science sinking
pillars, pillars, pillars and minerals

JeD Hofer and Summi Kaipa

A View of The Wide Road

"Dear Reader, have we invited you in?"
Have we rold you a tale whose analysis

will provoke some exciting sensations? we
ask. Have we spread our subjectivity? have we
engulfed it in the world?

The sun doesn't rise every morning sim-
ply ro populate allegories. And when a goose
damp from dew on the riverbank lectures
you can be sure her genitals are clean.

Her point is clear, but her heart beats
against her neck.

In our heart we find our desires as
earnest as they were when we were young-
no half measures ... (99)

We begin: "We walk in a vaporous
valley with our bovine heads bent
toward the plain where Measured Desire
is said to dwell." (1) We are looking for
Measured Desire. We are looking to
measure desire. We are looking to
desire's limits, desire's limitlessness,
measure after measure. "We can't help
but live in time." (73) We do not exist
outside measure but can confuse its
reception, re-arranging measured
moments in time via the notations we
put to them. We do not want to be
measured against, but want to move in
measure. A measure musical, as a phrase
that might repeat, recur, resound. As a
moment or moments in time, but not
crystal. Delightful, but not precious.
Incantatory and improvisatory. "Our
sex is an incitement, urging us to elapse."
(23) Urging us to elapse as time elapses,
and elapses again: relapses. Our sex
incites time and incites more sex. Our
sexballoons time to fit us. We balloon to
fill Our sex. More desire, measured and
unmeasured, without measure.

Prose lines and broken (or verse)
lines measure differently. Meanings

"Dear Reader, have we invited you in?"
... we want ro ruck an essay into an

essay. This is, by rhe way, non-narrative.
There's an ancient belief thar mother geese
have long necks so they clean their own gen-
itals. And it is well-known that from there or
elsewhere mother geese have created many
~onderful (though officially disdained) sto-
nes.

Non-narrators are histotically afraid of
what mother geese may say, but thinking
about thar would jusr make us hungry for
potaroes grown in paradise covered with but-
ter given us by a yourh responding ro our pen
scratching on the skin of a mango into whose
flesh we have pressed our clitoris. (91)

How bold is The Wide Road. The
puritan in us (albeit a minuscule puri-
tan) is shocked by what Lyn Hejinian
and Carla Harryman have done-a dou-
ble-minded, one-headed monster (or
monsteure?) that seeks and welcomes sex
from any and all men-"The boys have
removed our coarse pants and are idly,
almost lazily rubbing us with jasmine
vine while they also hold their still-
dressed crotches" (5)-while being open
enough to allow experiences with other
women-"Our hands slipped into her
tight little back pockets ... Our hands
grabbed around each moon of ass."(64)
The riot girl in us-happily dominating
the puritanical-cheers on the monster,
urging the protagonist, under our
breath, "yes, yes." An urging, and
encouraging, not unlike that in (some)
sex. Yes, it is erotic. We are impressed
and compelled by the eroticism of the
text, the way it invites us in as
voyeuse/voyeur. The voyeuse in a posi-
tion both outside and inside-party to
and participant in the party.

The sexualized natural world con-
jures Whitman: "Do I contradict



valence more freely in a lineated situa-
tion, which is not to suggest that mean-
ing afftxes (asphyxiates), immobile, to
particular words or phrases in prose, but
rather that different ways of moving are
possible, different movements occur,
when lines move differently. We take
different positions. "Every poem is a
posture we have tried." (4) Sameness is
certainly not our goal, nor is difference
privileged if it does not make more mea-
sure, more movement available: "We are
no more symmetrical than a brimming
tide or the sky which is scattered over the
terrain, and as a result we enjoyed sever-
al unexpected experiences." (4) We are
shapely, but not an easily definable
shape. We measure ourselves in lan-
guage-through our utterances, through
"their" utterances-and must change
language to fit our asymmetry. Words
are also material: "A word carefully
placed can erect a nipple." (73)
Language shifts to accommodate us, and
we will it to do so. "There is a languid
eros within a language eros." (52) There
are many desires to measure, and many
measures to desire.

"We can't help bur live in time, and
yet we aren't looking for ultimate or
even penultimate pleasures, choosing
instead to go on with our desires,
following them precisely the way persons
follow their two eyes." (73) Left eye-ball
moving in discord with right, or two
''I's,''-that is, us-constantly in motion
with one another: decision and indeci-
sion and refusal to decide (preclude), but
rather, inclusive action. "We can't
measure what has happened, because
whatever has happened has endless
repercussions, currents of effect and pos-
sibility like Phlegethon, in flames and
engendering whatever is to come, the
objects and events of our desire." (75) Or
in measuring what has happened further
happenings occur, generating further

myself? Very well. I contain multitudes."
Hejinian's and Harryman's protagonist
"we", like Whitman, claims kinship with
the world around "us", ftnding desire
and sexual imagery in the landscape.
Our happiness is absolutely not flat, but
rather "lumpish," sinuous and sinewy,
multi-dimensional and asymmetrically
bumpy, bulging as a terrain (a valley or
plain) and a body itself. "And so atmos-
phere plays a greater role. The morning
light, forming pearly drops of mist,
sprayed against our lips. We inhaled the
heady emanations of the eucalyptus trees
whose ragged bark and pungent buttons
were drawn into the breeze." (10) Like
Whitman, "we" concede contradiction,
welcoming it as a natural part of the self.
"We" are not one thing. "To say 'we' is
not to say 'I and my double' and thereby
produce stasis; 'we' does not make a wife
and any given stasis is not an increment
of desire." (90) "We" are gigantic and
extremely open-hearted. "We" are not
indiscriminate (we do like it to be
good!), but our promiscuity opens us to
the possibility of taking many things-
perhaps everything!-into ourselves:
"The Wide Road divides the landscape,
world on one side, world on another,
world swallows it before and behind,
and we (like Dante in middle age) take a
turn and are not separated-are not sep-
arate." (105) Our context, our road, our
self, is the world. What could be more
huge?

As we see our similarity with the
things of the world, we simultaneously
notice our differences:

When tired, we cross our legs and
laugh lustily. But sometimes

we say love
without you

but our own
swarming voice (3)

measure, further desire. Our context,
our road, our self, is the world. What
could be more huge? The terrain prolif-
erates, as does our experience on, in, and
about it. This grappling for panorama is
not at all precise, but rather multiple,
inflected, mobile, visionary, hallucinato-
ry, and equipped (and all the better for
it).

it is in the places where things
don't fit
together neatly

that we can best insert
our political will (20)

Or our fttting and inserting, our grap-
pling, is precise but repeatedly momen-
tary, not static but "mobile and desirous,
unbounded among distinct things" as,
perhaps, is the act of sex. (73-74)
Measuring as the inftnite, rather than
ftnite, move: "yes we said and yes
echoed;" one yes makes many more.
Measure occasions re-measure, its own
reenactment. "Desire is regulated by
foresight, which is to say by itself, desire,
looking ahead towards its object, which
it discovers through an act of will but
without knowing what to request." (74)
Desire changing shape (and duration:
time) so quickly as to ask again and
again for measure. Or just to ask again
and again.

Our measuring tools succumb to
desire, or function equally well (and, one
sincerely hopes, first) as tools of pleasure
rather than tools of measure. "This is the
reason to measure desire even without
realistic implements: to secure its preva-
lence." (73) We are not measured
against/by our tools-forfeiting bra or
shoe. We measure our own tools: we sew
~he Coat to fit us. It fits the way we wish
It. Others measure in in their ability to
SWellwith us and recede from us. Others

A swarming act of utterance, saying "we
love you" (while simultaneously saying
"we love without you") brings into exis-
tence the "we" as well as the "you"-
reinforces the existence of ourself. "We"
learn that our discrepancies, the anom-
alous details of our daily lives, constant
yet fluid, are what constitute our specif-
ic selves: "We love detail because every
detail supersedes the universal. The
woman realizes this, too, of course,
which is what makes her journal pro-
gressive. 'Thinking involves not only
the flow of thoughts but their arrest as
well,' as Walter Benjamin says ... " (92)
"We" are universalist but not universal.
Our multiple self/selves are a condition,
at least partly, of our gendered asymmet-
rical otherness. "But daily life is a very
ambivalent agent of desire-perhaps
that's what makes it so compelling as an
agent of writing. The oscillation between
interior and exterior of what seem to be
the contents of our experiences makes
our daily life simultaneously expressive
of Us and of Not-us." (48) We are
shapely, but not an easily deftnable
shape.

"We are no more symmetrical than
a brimming tide or sky which is scattered
over the terrain, and as a result we
enjoyed several unexpected experiences."
(4) "We" is a we as a tide or a sky, both
things which are referentially singular
but are actually plural, inftnite, in their
composition. A tide cannot be without
water, without waters, while a sky, too,
cannot be "one" object, e.g. one toy or
one pillow, a measure of one. The "it"
that "we" are, the monster, the "we", is
not symmetrical, not two bodies fused
into one, because symmetry (or twin-
hood)-in the sense of symmetry in
Noah's ark where two animals mirror
each other and become whole together-
erases difference. Instead, "we" is an
acknowledged composite of two minds



being also ourselves. "In fact, much of
the time we exceed the perfect differ-
ences between you and us, since they are
the details demarcating the biological
depths and social heights, a part of his-
tory and a part of isolation. Meanwhile,
we incite ourselves to introspect and
expect-is this love? is this theory?-we
are not experts of postponement." (18)
Rather, we are repeat offenders,
expecters and experts of the libidinal and
the liminal, of the intellect and the sub-
ject, the thought and the embodied.

Deliciously, things do not stand still
in their uses. "Our task is paradoxical
and thus ornamentally sexual. On the
one hand, there is no measuring imple-
ment: neither a tadpole, or a flagpole or
a ruler; although, the tadpole is an image
of impregnation: a flagpole something to
sit on top of, victoriously and even sala-
ciously, and a ruler always good for a
swat." (73) We measure our desire in
terms of objects-objects of measure are
also objects of desire-where a tadpole
and a flagpole become the markers of
this affair, and mark it. Time up against
life: as tadpole becomes fish. Flagpole as
a marker of place: we have been here
before. Ruler might suggest coercion,
standards, schools: getting in line; our
measure does not want a ruler-unless
it's being put to good use, giving us a
good swat.

Paradoxically, flagpole and tadpole
measure nothing if we forget them and
move on. (Measures, being temporary,
need remeasure.) And this book moves.
Neither measure nor implement con-
sents to stand still (though both, no
doubt, consent to other, more mobile,
activities). "It is no fault in travelers to
be led astray" (7)-quite the contrary: it
is in the stray, in the fray, that things
happen. "There is no analogous flattened
happiness to that of curious and recep-
tive travelers," (1) and our happiness is

(each of which in itself is of many
minds), and our oddity suggests our
individuality, as well as our communality,
our community. "We remembered our
thrill upon discovering, for example,
that two halves could be reversed, to give
more independence to each and greater
freedom for the exercise of wit." By
definition, "we" is inclusive: we have
clouds, moon, sun, stars, and more:

This is true: we are writing on a
cloudless sheet of blue paper.

we come closer to facing
the frightening malleabiliry
of gender" (J 8)

It is, perhaps, the "skying" of a thing or
event (or a thought) that makes it imag-
inative or imagined, that makes it gener-
ative:

when the clouds pass over
the plank becomes
a narrative

we want to soak
and explode ... (38)

Plural sight makes for plurality of thing
seen. Left eye-ball moving in discord
with right, or, two ''I's,''-that is, us-
constantly in motion with one another.
"A narrative" is not one thing, not
defined, digested, processed, and left
behind, but a cumulative (cumulus?)
process that leads to more of itself, that
leads beyond itself. "What is and the
story of what is are very different." (39)
Much of our writing draws from our
daily life. "We appeal to our daily life,
which is persistently abnormal but
adorable (we are slaves to it), to provide
us with the authority of our anti-
authority-or should we say our anti-
authoritative maternity?" (47)

absolutely not flat, but rather "lumpish,"
sinuOUS and sinewy, multi-dimensional
and asymmetrically bumpy, bulging as a
terrain (a valley or plain) and a body
itself.

"Our morral bones are made up of a
hundred minds and rwelve orifices, including
four ears and four eyes. These we now
applied to our adventures-all of which were
preliminary to our goal, which was to
measure desire. Every pock in the ground,
every blade erected in it, every soft coursing
of an animal, every shadow affixed to the
daylight, the color of the grit berween shoe
and foot, the slips of tongue as we prema-
turely mumbled the elements that would
stimulate future conversations, a shift of
balance from left shoulder to right, and the
wide but bounded stretch of our audible
roure filled our senses... " (3-4)

The landscape is a "wide road which was
filled with things to be coupled and
compared." (1) While traditionally
(ornamentally) binary, on the wide road
coupling and comparing become multi-
plicitous activities, as desire: when one
"half' of the binary is a we, the terms of
measure themselves refuse to rest quietly
in their definitions.

"'Who? We?' Cupping our breasts with
our hands we made the familiar jest.

we desire only you and you and you
for verification" (17)

The prevalence of desire is secured
through repetition. Repetition which
does not repeat the same way twice. No
measure measures definitively. We use
the picaresque, the poem, the fantasy,
the actuality, the letter, the essay, the
?pen-ended, the never-ending, the end-
Ing and beginning again, facts, logics,
the philosophical, the pornosexual, the
e .
rOtlc, and anything else we can get our

hands on, to measure and increase

The extreme plurality that makes up our
self is a non-universalizing combination
("coupling") of different elements that
are recognizably other to one another (to
ourself). Lyn, or rather "Lyn" ("your
pal") writes in one of her letters,
"Meanwhile, there is something about
the prolongation of otherness that
occurs during sex (or maybe it occurs
between sex acts)-I think this may be a
central theme of our collaboration." (33)
To incorporate the radically multiple-
well beyond the multiplicity of subjec-
tivities within the one subject that is so
often theorized these postmodern
days-into the plural self, into "we", is
in itself a prolongation of otherness, an
inhering of otherness which is perhaps
true of any self but is sharply magnified
on The Wide Road. Our otherness is part
of what makes up our physical, desiring
selves. "I myself feel that the physical
body is astoundingly alien-as if I had
the amazing possibility of being intimate
with my own otherness, which is an
animal." (36) We establish a fascination
with the distance between "self' and
"body" early in the book; in a dream,
where things are "always realistic," we
examine the delectable otherness of even
our own body:

This was our dream: We are standing,
we see ourselves do this, ankle-deep on a vast
beach of iridescent pearl sand over which an
exquisite sheet of shining water lies motion-
less, like a vast and penetrable mirror tilted
very slightly toward the sea. We look down
into the water and see reflected there what's
berween our legs. Reluctant to sharrer the
image and, since we are always realistic even
in our dreams, reluctant to distorr the perfect
view of what is otherwise so difficult to see,
we lean forward. And slowly we sink closer,
down into the cold water and the warm sand
below, either to suck up or to be drawn down
into the pink and dark object of our study,
until the water hangs around our thighs. (6)



measure, to incite measure and secure
desire's prevalence. We are as wide as the
hips that bore us. We include the sides
and edges, that which spills onto our
path from outside, that which cleaves
our path from inside. We allow the verse
to insert itself between the prose, and
vice versa, vice verses. There is room
enough in this epic. Measures and plea-
sures recur. Repeat. Pleasure in repeated
activities, repeatable pleasures. Measured
or immeasurable pleasures. "Because of
the repetitions, there is measure, but
there are no limits" (86) Measure does
not limit, it delimits. Frames only to
frame again. There is a sense of how
much and when, of what and how, but
the moment changes (we are "in time"-
moving beings and being that is moving)
as does the how and the much. The con-
tent and the position-as in the case of
our measuring tools.

We might call our (sexual, social)
position (one of our many) "wife."

Phantasms according to Lacan are struc-
tured by repetition. If the structure of tepeti-
tion in the wife's life delineates measure
without limits, her lived experience is not
related to the fantasy but the pragmatics of
daily life. However, the wife, herself, may be
our own phantasmatic projection, since she
inscribes a limit to our travels: we must
accept her distance and desire her simultane-
ously. Thus like incomplete males, we find
ourself repetitively desiring what we can't
have, and this itself frustrates innovations in
measure. (86)

Frustration excites change (in the desir-
ing "we" as well as in the course of time).
A flustering feeling to make us want to
move. "Frustrates" functions as a sense
of irritation (an itch or discomfort, the
senses needing to be addressed) and a
verb of ignition. Innovations in measure
are occasioned (frustrated) by (frustrat-
ed) desire. It is the wife, our own projec-

Our otherness is not only ourself looking
into our own (different) body different-
ly, but our self is literally (and literarily)
different-we allow the verse to insert
itself between the prose, and vice versa,
vice verses--our self made up of multi-
ple selves with various (and variously
useful) anatomical parts: "Our mortal
bones are made up of a hundred minds
and twelve orifices, including four ears
and four eyes. These we now applied to
our adventures-all of which were
preliminary to our goal, which was to
measure desire." (3) In the process of
measurement, the process of under-
standing how we are built (and we are
"built"!), we come to reconfigure the
figure of our very selves. We refuse to
succumb to a simple measure based on
physical gender. "We" watch a man
watching a wife in her daily tasks, the
voracious and inchoate river of desire
rolling between them: "Although
female, truly, we are neither man nor
woman in this scene. The desirous
observer (think voyeuse here), as if a
river, flows by unnoticed. And yet, this
sensation and notion of non-cultured
sexuality is an illusion that grants us a
fickle freedom, which is not superior to
anything." (75) The measure of desire is
gigantic-cultural (though "non-cul-
tured"-i.e., not limited to cultural con-
structs) as well as individual, and in this
way our exploration of self has more to
do with a communal political-literary
project than an interest in individual
subjectivity.

The Wide Ruadis literature. I know this doesn't
answer your question. As a woman I can't
stand on the side of either cui ture or nature.
But I can construct an eros and challenge the
face culture has put on it. Yet the face is his-
torical, lyrical, psychological, Victorian, and
current, chameleonic. How would I depict it?
One body with two minds? (40)

tion structured by repetition (a desired
and desirous projection whose preva-
lence is secured immeasurably) who
measures our travels. Measure works as a
kind of half-life-shifting shape but
never depleted-between the world and
the eye, the desired and the desirer: in
this sense measure is sight, is desire, is
the act between us and what we act on,
or out. Plural sight makes for plurality of
thing seen. "Desire measures itself in the
distance, between itself and its object,
which advances and is always advancing
within time" (74) Advancing towards us
(and us advancing through it), the
distance closing up, inviting us in.

"The pleasures of a wife-the sexual
mysteries of a sexual history with a
person in the role of husband-were
something we wanted to discuss with
this wife, whose open shirt and rosy
brown breasts suggested she knew some-
thing of them."(85) Do "we" want a
wife? Does the text want a wife? Is the
"biblical" relationship between husband
and wife analogous to that between read-
er and text, language and the world? We
want to "know" each other, ourselves, to
know "something of them." The text
measures the reader, the reader measures
the text-as language measures the
world and is measured by it. We are
measured in time, in language, and
pinned to its paradigm. "Rosy brown
breasts" mark experience, another kind
of time. We want to be put against the
wife (to push up against her) and, in
turn, up against the reader. "Organ
against organ, organization against orga-
nization," (42) and more, "if it (utopian
consciousness) is that 'press of disorgani-
zation against organization' it is an
enactment of knowledge brought to bear
on the present." (45) An enactment of
sex (a sexy act) pressing against time, our
measured desire in response to history.
But we do not want to be measured

The Wide Road, in its construction of an
eros, "depicts it" again and again, in con-
stant articulation for measured desire,
against the "little non-narrator(s), no,
name-caller(s)" hiding behind "the grass
blade, a monument to structure." (93-
94) Our monstrous growth is only
threatening to small folks who name
names rather than tell the sexy story,
those "incomplete men" for whom
power over continues to be a compelling
force. "P.S.," writes "Carla," "Bataille
says, 'This sickness (deviation) is
obscurely bound to an intense seduc-
tion.' This is probably why some men
can't stand to read The Wide Road. We
have made a deviant woman/women
monster(s), with one head and two
minds." (35) Our deviant body, like our
desire, is immeasurable, ever-growing:

Somehow our feet seem to be getting larger
and larger, our legs too. The lines of one
hand have turned into tropical ravines.
Several other hands are blossoming with
gorges and canyons. Our fingers sprout cine-
plexes and hospitals, one with a bamboo
motif shelters veterans. Our navel adorns
Plato's cave with a neoclassical casing. And
our vagina accommodates the most magnifi-
cent of railway stations with room to spare
for its future demise. Do not abandon it,
please!

We could walk half-way across the
country in one step, one foot plunged in the
silted shoreline of the West and another
stuck in a Mississippi swamp. What can we
see from the vantage point of such enormiry?
(94-95)

"We" are monster, agent, subject,
object, mother, wife, male, giant, goose
with impeccably clean genitals. On the
wide road, we are not non-gendered, but
extra-gendered-too big for the britches
formerly provided for us. That is, out-
side the confining confines of traditional
gender constructs, beyond them (as in
extra-ordinary, beyond the ordinary)-



against the wife or reader. In our sexual
desire, we forfeit the measurement of
ourselves or others. We are not androgy-
nous, but multigynous, a multiplicitous
form that will not stand still to be count-
ed in a binary system of gender, self, or
anything else. "Measured though the
world is not, the distance has moved
very close up." (93) We want proximity
without hierarchy. "We desire with defI-
nition." (79) Promiscuity without being
indiscriminate, measure without limits:
"Because of the repetitions, there is mea-
sure, but there are no limits; this too
epitomizes wifeliness." (86) The wife is
the limit of measure and limitless mea-
sure. Memoty, too, flips (as mermaid's
tail? or bodies changing position in
bed-or wherever?), switches sides,
turns language in its prism. The words
(from performances of '~"-24 in 1978):

Only
Him
and Me
are real

These words are very erotic.
However, (in memory) I heard them as

"Only Him and We." This to me suggests an
equivalent but even more capacious eroti-
cism, not so much pressing organ to organ as
organization to organization. And, as such, it
is my challenge to history. (41-2)

"History": construct and material actual-
ity interacting to form us. And formed
by us, acting on us and us acting within
it, history can be, has been, deeply
unpleasurable.

We know that sex is sometimes an escape
from other more indigestible knowledge ... We
fuck Mr. Williams and our knowledge peaks
with pleasure but then we read the newspaper
again. And find ourselves here, listless in
silence; for the mute are more present than
words on every page and this makes it seem
too great a privilege for pleasure seekers like

which suggests having moved through
them-and also larger than them. In our
sexual desire, we forfeit the measurement
of ourselves or others. We are not
androgynous, but multigynous, a multi-
plicitous form that will not stand still to
be counted in a binary system of gender,
self, or anything else. "The whole body
is built of heads, and every head has its
face." (28) No coincidence the rhyme of
"multigynous" with vertiginous: our
wide ride is a dizzying one, but in the
most necessary sense: spinning us out of
the narrow confines of our various nar-
row confines. This is not to suggest gen-
derlessness in The Wide Road. "I remem-
ber a woman friend once telling me that
she wrote in order to be genderless.

light for family life
one of my lagging mothers
makes love at the same time
as a comfort to the wife" (42)

Perhaps if the only ways available to us
of constructing gender are the conven-
tions of the hegemony, then genderlessness
would be a desire. But our "lagging
mother" makes love "as a comfort to the
wife"--on this road we are not willing to
negate gender in the very desire to
surpass it.

Existing within gender and beyond
gender, "we" move in a generative gap
between the multiply sexed body and the
multiply othered self, where all
"codified" notions of identiry, i.e. man-
ness, woman ness, hu(wo)manness, indi-
viduality, and communality are exposed.
"We" confounds easy gender distinctions
even in the details evinced by our active,
writing body: "Things (our hand, our
foot, our spine on which we turn our
head as our curls cross it, and our
penis-no, no, excuse us, we are female
and that is your penis-our pencil
between the thumb and forefinger with

The kind of knowledge, "history," found
on the pages of a newspaper (a few
examples that spring to mind include the
political si~uatio~ in Ha!ti, Th.e ~.ulf
War, riotS m Chma) proVIdes a hmltlng
measure antithetical to measured desire
wherein "history" purports to be truthful
and all-knowing. Thus it fails as an
exciting, excitable measure of desire. Sex
is no escape from knowledge, and
knowledge (think Faust here) is rarely
pretty. The knowledge of measured
desire, however, as a pressing "challenge
to history," is knowledge of a different
order.

On the billboards of our wide road,
in the alleyways, in the travel, sex is
sex-cunt, cock, fingers, breasts,
mouths, batting flowers, ship captains
with zeros and hoses, you name it (it
names you, you name it again, etc.)-
and sex is knowledge, a way to measure
ourselves and desire in the world, to
measure the world in our desire. "But we
hunger for knowledge, that giant mind
inside our heated wombs, so follow the
pure terrain." (3) Though the "self' and
the "body" are sometimes distanced
from one another (as, particularly, in the
letters on violence, sex, and violation),
the mind's body and the body's mind are
in this book inextricable. In the process
of measurement, the process of under-
standing how we are built, we come to
reconfIgure the figure of our very selves.
Sex is an intelligence, and what excites
the mind (The Wide Road, for starters!)
arouses the body's desires as well.

I think your letter begins to answer the
question in a manner which fuses homespun
knOWledgewith intellectual excess. The intel-
lectual excess infuses the homespun knowl-
~dgewith an erotic glamour. No image of the
;:dy can excite me as much, or maybe I

s auld say as permanently.(41)

the middle finger as fulcrum, our
breasts, each with one further finger)
occupy our attention endlessly." (31)
The act of writing, blurring and confus-
ing gender by generating an embodied
plethora of details (and by enacting the
change through language) removes the
female writer from a secured and/or
claustrophobic notion of "femininity"
without in any way reducing our full-
bodied, sexy, mobile, wide femaleness.
Sameness is certainly not our goal, nor is
difference privileged if it does not make
more measure, more movement avail-
able.

Fixed identity, as witnessed in a
shared space as a purposefully political or
incidental measure of self-i.e. "Black
American woman"-gives rise to the
problems of generalities, binaries, and
other unwelcome accouterments. "We
felt more and more complete. You are
an incomplete person, we said to the
man. We can say this without smugness,
since it is his power that deprives him of
completeness. And it leaves us naked."
It is the "power" of the man, and his par-
ticipation in a system too small for "us",
that, on this road, leaves him incomplete.
Part of "completeness" encompasses vul-
nerability, a naked openness that allows
us always to be touched by others, or our
self as other. "We" intellectualizes,
desires and engages with the terrain,
thinking of it and acting in and on it
simultaneously as different things-less
limited than the singularity of the
"incomplete man." We are repeat
offenders, experts of the libidinal and the
liminal, of the intellect and the subject,
the thought and the embodied. Through
the pluralizing of identiry-where the
"monster" is not reduced to a single
"we" nor to symmetry-the authors
achieve a different kind of "we," one that
exists simultaneously as independent
and interdependent beings. "We" is both



No realm is ourside rhe terrain of the
body we are in this text; our excite-
ment-permanent-is gigantic. Our
minds have body, our body embodies
minds.

'''Our knowledge desires you!' That
is how the comediennesmight address the
bird on the wire singing 'chirp tic tic'
and the hard shadow of the telephone
pole wobbling beside it." (81) And
address us. "Us" being "we" being
"them." A wifely form of address. The
wife makes "voluptuous prophecies."
One exemplary prophecy reads
"Knowing what you know now later you
will know more,"(86) and we know that
"knowing" is not just an exercise of the
mind. There is, in every sense, more to
come.

a politicized woman (whose affairs are
doubly critical (both crucial and provid-
ing a critique) in relation to the notion
of womanhood) and simultaneously her
own, unique self:

"Having undone rhe use of self as
singular. Having compromised singularity
erotically. No longer a woman faced with
men but a creature ourself composed of
facets:of force or brevity, distance or prox-
imity, detection or dissent, lungs or gear.
There is a world that hovers around the
senateabsorbingthe materialof memoryinto
its potential femininity." (79)

"Today it's sexy for you to never
know who we think we are."(3) "We"
undulates between monster and not-
monster, us and not-us, male and
female, the individual and communal
self, the acting-upon and the acted-
upon-a list made up not of binarisms
(not "things to couple and compare")
but of large and overlapping states of
being which coexist and press up against
one another. "So we've been both the
subject and the object of desire and the
origin and recipient of pleasure on many
occasions." (48)

"'Dear Reader, have we invited you in?"I''Dear Reader, have we invited you in?'" is a
review of Lyn Hejinian s and Carla Harryman s The Wide Road, in the form of a
collaborative view of theprocessesand products of Hejinian and Harryman s work. The
Wide Road is a text in three sectionswhich are distinct from one another but also bleed
into one another. The first section of the text oscillates between prose and verse, the
second is a seriesof letters between the authors, and the third, whoseform our review
takes, consists of two parallel essays. Though the zesty reader might recognize specific
elements of Hejinian s and Harryman s individual writings throughout the text, only in
the epistolarysection are we given overt referenceas to who authored what. In addition
to quoting extensivelyfrom the text, we purposefully inhabited some of the form and
diction ofThe Wide Road as a way to understand what it is to be on the wide road.

perhaps this is a rescue fantasy
Heather Fuller
Edge Books, 1997.

With the title, perhaps this is a rescuefantasy, Heather Fuller hedges
her bets against whatever powers poetry might obtain as social critique:
as if to perform social critique is somehow beyond the poet's repertoire
today; as if social critique itself has disappeared (together with other
social drives, increasingly as this century has worn on) from the horizon
of possible praxi and hexi; as if to know when poetic discourse inter-
sects with social critique is as difficult as ascertaining a law of history.
What presents itself in a poem as social critique might be the "rescue
fantasy" of a poet as misinformed as, say, the Unabomber, with
respect to what she is truly doing on behalf of a cause and ideal.

Bombs, their makers, their makers' causes are suggested by the book's
cover drawing, which displays elements of a homemade bomb loaded
into the carved-out centre of a book. Reader as victim, writer as
terrorist-whose rescue fantasy?

Instead of assuming any essential goodness and power for poetry as
social critique, Fuller directs the reader's attention to the conditions of
perception as they manifest in her language-to the social materials, in
other words, out of which critique forms:

a boy doing surgery an asthma tree a hunting knife the saddest
arabesque a woman who hangs amulets plans cities in her

These lines represent situation overload, a cumulative crisis whose
proportions exceed any possible constructive response, other than the
dearly inadequate though available responses implicit in the situations
themselves: a boy, who attempts to save someone's life; a woman, who
"plans cities in her" imagination and "hangs amulets," perhaps in
order to make up for the lack of social planning (even these terms,
'social planning,' are dated now) in her city. In the next two paired
lines from this the fourth six-line stanza from "Rush Hr N] Ave"-

page becomes white flag a raising that is not a hand
an illness you become an expert on illness


